brenner facts

a journey through
three culinary areas:
grill-pasta-bar

events
Breakfast/brunch, lunch, business lunches, casual dinners, Christmas parties,
private events such as birthdays, christenings, communions, aperitifs at the bar
or in the lounge. Exclusive rental
possible, price upon request.
contact
E-Mail: events@kull-kg.de
Telefon: +49(0) 89 540 474 230
opening hours
Monday to Saturday: 8:30-00:00 AM
Sunday: closed

450 m²

Ticketverkauf

Marstallterrasse

capacity
-350 persons seated, 650 standing in
the Grill, Pasta and Bar Area
-Terrace by Marstallplatz
450 persons seated,
-Terrace in the Innenhof up to
80 persons seated
-Restaurant and Bar area: 1000 m²
Terrace area: Bar 110 m²,
Inner courtyard 100 m², Marstallpl. 450

Brunnen
Grill hinten

gesamt 1000 m²

110 m²

Barterrasse

Grill vorne

Pasta

Bar

Eingang

In Munich‘s Maximilianstrasse, the restaurant
brenner has been a sign of enjoyment since
2003. Due to the successful composition of its
old buildings and modern style elements, the
restaurant offers a unique atmosphere and invites its guests on a culinary journey through
its three areas: Grill, Pasta and Bar. brenner, a
restaurant on the leading edge of the times,
reflects what Munich people love: health-conscious food combining high-quality fish and
meat dishes, and a selected range of wines,
cocktails and drinks. The successful mix of exquisite food and drinks as well as the friendly,
trained staff make brenner one of the leading
trend restaurants in Germany. But the brenner
is more than „just“ a restaurant: the atmosphere, fire and life in the colonnade of the Marstall,
the former horse stable of the Residenz, ensure unforgettable hours. The restaurant is divided into three parts: a grill area with an open
fireplace, a pasta area where homemade pasta is prepared and a bar with lounge character.

furnishing
Equipment and furniture are designed
with a great deal of intuition based on
the original historical structure of the
building. The terrazzo floor was laid by
Italian master craftsmen in a traditional
and elaborate process. The individual
areas are separated by wrought-iron
elements made in Munich. There is also
plenty of warm wood for chairs and tables, as well as benches with high-quality leather upholstery.

100 m²
Innenhofterrasse

Pastaterrasse

Barterrasse

Maximilianstraße 15

